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Abstract
Consider a problem in which n jobs that are classified into k types arrive over time
at their release times and are to be scheduled on a single machine so as to minimize
the maximum flow time. The machine requires a setup taking s time units whenever
it switches from processing jobs of one type to jobs of a different type. We consider
the problem as an online problem where each job is only known to the scheduler as
soon as it arrives and where the processing time of a job only becomes known upon its
completion (non-clairvoyance).
We are interested in the potential of simple “greedy-like” algorithms. We analyze a
modification of the FIFO strategy and show its competitiveness to be Θ(
√
n), which is
optimal for the considered class of algorithms. For k = 2 types it achieves a constant
competitiveness. Our main insight is obtained by an analysis of the smoothed com-
petitiveness. If processing times pj are independently perturbed to pˆj = (1 + Xj)pj ,
we obtain a competitiveness of O(σ−2 log2 n) when Xj is drawn from a uniform or a
(truncated) normal distribution with standard deviation σ. The result proves that bad
instances are fragile and “practically” one might expect a much better performance
than given by the Ω(
√
n)-bound.
1 Introduction
Consider a scheduling problem in which there is a single machine for processing jobs arriving
over time. Each job is defined by a release time at which it arrives, a size describing the
time required to process it and it belongs to exactly one of k types. Whenever the machine
∗This work was partially supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG) within the Collaborative
Research Centre “On-The-Fly Computing” (SFB 901)
†A conference version of this paper has been accepted for publication in the proceedings of the “15th
Workshop on Approximation and Online Algorithms” (WAOA).
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switches from processing jobs of one type to jobs of a different type, a setup needs to take
place for the reconfiguration of the machine. During a setup the machine cannot process
any workload. A natural objective in such a model is the minimization of the time each job
remains in the system. This objective was introduced in [7] as maximum flow time, defined
as the maximum time a job spends in the system, that is, the time between the arrival
of a job and its completion. It describes the quality of service as, for example, perceived
by users and aims at schedules being responsive to each job. In settings in which user
interaction is present or processing times may depend on other further inputs not known
upon the arrival of a job, it is also natural to assume the concept of non-clairvoyance, as
introduced in [19].
There are several applications for a model with job types and setup times mentioned in
the literature. Examples are settings in which a server has to answer requests of different
types, depending on the data to be loaded into memory and to be accessed by the server
[9, 21]; manufacturing systems, in which machines need to be reconfigured or cleaned during
the manufacturing of different customer orders [20]; or a setting where an intersection of
two streets is equipped with traffic lights and where setup times describe the time drivers
need for start-up once they see green light [12].
In this paper, we study the potential of “greedy-like” online algorithms in terms of
their (smoothed) competitiveness. The formal model and notions are given in Section 2.
In Section 4 we analyze the competitiveness of “greedy-like” algorithms and show matching
upper and lower bounds of Θ(
√
n), where the bound is achieved by a simple modification
of the First In First Out (FIFO) strategy. For the special case of k = 2 types, the competi-
tiveness improves to O(1). Our main result is an analysis of the smoothed competitiveness
of this algorithm in Section 5, which is shown to be O(σ−2 log2 n) where σ denotes the
standard deviation of the underlying smoothing distribution. It shows worst case instances
to be fragile against random noise and that, except on some pathological instances, the
algorithm achieves a much better performance than suggested by the worst case bound on
the competitiveness.
2 Model & Notions
We consider a scheduling problem in which n jobs, partitioned into k types, are to be
scheduled on a single machine. Each job j has a size (processing time) pj ∈ R≥1, a release
time rj ∈ R≥0 and a parameter τj defining the type it belongs to. The machine can process
at most one job at a time. Whenever it switches from processing jobs of one type to a
different one and before the first job is processed, a setup taking constant s time units
needs to take place during which the machine cannot be used for processing. The goal
is to compute a non-preemptive schedule, in which each job runs to completion without
interruption once it is started, that minimizes the maximum flow time F := max1≤j≤n Fj
where Fj is the amount of time job j spends in the system. That is, a job j arriving at rj ,
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started in a schedule at tj and completing its processing at cj := tj + pj has a flow time
Fj := cj − rj .
Given a schedule, a batch is a sequence of jobs, all of a common type τ , that are
processed in a contiguous interval without any intermediate setup. For a batch B, we
use τ(B) to denote the common type τ of B’s jobs and w(B) :=
∑
j∈B pj to denote its
workload. We refer to setup times and idle times as overhead and overhead is associated
to a job j if it directly precedes j in the schedule. For an interval I = [a, b] we also use
l(I) := a and r(I) := b and w(I) :=
∑
j:rj∈I pj to denote the workload released in interval
I.
Non-Clairvoyant Greedy-like Online Algorithms We consider our problem in an
online setting where jobs arrive over time at their release times and are not known to the
scheduler in advance. Upon arrival the scheduler gets to know a job together with its type
but does not learn about its processing time, which is only known upon its completion
(non-clairvoyance) [19]. We are interested in the potential of conceptually simple and
efficient greedy-like algorithms. For classical combinatorial offline problems, the concept of
greedy-like algorithms has been formalized by Borodin et al. in [8] by priority algorithms.
We adopt this concept and for our online problem we define greedy-like algorithms to work
as follows: When a job completes (and when the first job arrives), the algorithm determines
a total ordering of all possible jobs without looking at the actual instance. It then chooses
(among already arrived yet unscheduled jobs) the next job to be scheduled by looking at
the instance and selecting the job coming first according to this ordering.
Quality Measure To analyze the quality of online algorithms, we facilitate competitive
analysis. It compares solutions of the online algorithm to solutions of an optimal offline
algorithm which knows the complete instance in advance. Precisely, an algorithm Alg
is called c-competitive if, on any instance I, F (I) ≤ c · F ∗(I), where F (I) and F ∗(I)
denote the flow time of Alg and an optimal (clairvoyant) offline solution on instance I,
respectively.
Although competitive analysis is the standard measure for analyzing online algorithms,
it is often criticized to be overly pessimistic. That is, a single or a few pathological and
very rarely occurring instances can significantly degrade the quality with respect to this
measure. To overcome this, various alternative measures have been proposed in the past
(e.g. see [11, 15, 14]). One approach introduced in [6] is smoothed competitiveness. Here
the idea is to slightly perturb instances dictated by an adversary by some random noise
and then analyze the expected competitiveness, where expectation is taken with respect
to the random perturbation. Formally, if input instance I is smoothed according to some
smoothing (probability) distribution f and if we use N(I) to denote the instances that
can be obtained by smoothing I according to f , the smoothed competitiveness csmooth
is defined as csmooth := supI EIˆ f←N(I)
[
F (Iˆ)
F ∗(Iˆ)
]
. We will smoothen instances by randomly
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perturbing processing times. We assume the adversary to be oblivious with respect to
perturbations. That is, the adversary constructs the instance based on the knowledge of
the algorithm and f (so that I is defined at the beginning and is not a random variable).
3 Related Work
The problem supposedly closest related to ours is presented in a paper by Divakaran and
Saks [10]. They consider the clairvoyant variant in which the processing time of each job
is known upon arrival. Additionally, they allow the setup time to be dependent on the
type. For this problem, they provide an O(1)-competitive online algorithm. Also, they
show that the offline problem is NP-hard in case the number k of types is part of the input.
In case k is a constant, it was known before that the problem can be solved optimally
in polynomial time by a dynamic program proposed by Monma and Potts in [18]. When
all release times are identical, then the offline problem reduces to the classical makespan
minimization problem with setup times. It has been considered for m parallel machines
and it is known [16] to be solvable by an FPTAS if m is assumed to be constant; here an
(F)PTAS is an approximation algorithm that finds a schedule with makespan at most by
a factor of (1 + ε) larger than the optimum in time polynomial in the input size (and 1ε ).
For variable m, Jansen and Land propose a PTAS for this problem in [13]. Since in general
a large body of literature for scheduling with setup considerations has evolved over time,
primarily in the area of operations research, the interested reader is referred to the surveys
by Allahverdi et al. [2, 3, 1].
Our model can also be seen as a generalization of classical models without setup times.
In this case, it is known that FIFO is optimal for minimizing maximum flow time on a
single machine. On m parallel machines FIFO achieves a competitiveness of 3−2/m (in the
(non-)preemptive case) as shown by Mastrolilli in [17]. Further results include algorithms
for (un-)related machines with speed augmentation given by Anand et al. in [4] and for
related machines proposed by Bansal and Cloostermans in [5].
The concept of smoothed analysis has so far, although considered as an interesting
alternative to classical competitiveness (e.g. [11, 15, 14]), only been applied to two problems.
In [6], Bechetti et al. study the Multilevel Feedback Algorithm for minimizing total flow
time on parallel machines when preemption is allowed and non-clairvoyance is assumed.
They consider a smoothing model in which initial processing times are integers from the
interval [1, 2K ] and are perturbed by replacing the k least significant bits by a random
number from [1, 2k]. They prove a smoothed competitiveness of O((2k/σ)3 +(2k/σ)22K−k),
where σ denotes the standard deviation of the underlying distribution. This, for example,
becomes O(2K−k) for the uniform distribution. This result significantly improves upon the
lower bounds of Ω(2K) and Ω(n
1
3 ) known for the classical competitiveness of deterministic
algorithms [19]. In [22], Scha¨fer and Sivadasan apply smoothed competitive analysis to
metrical task systems (a general framework for online problems covering, for example, the
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paging and the k-server problem). While any deterministic online algorithm is (on any
graph with n nodes) Ω(n)-competitive, the authors, amongst others, prove a sublinear
smoothed competitiveness on graphs fulfilling certain structural properties. Finally, a
notion similar to smoothed competitiveness has been applied by Scharbrodt, Schickinger
and Steger in [23]. They consider the problem of minimizing the total completion time
on parallel machines and analyze the Shortest Expected Processing Time First strategy.
While it is Ω(n)-competitive, they prove an expected competitiveness, defined as E
[
Alg
Opt
]
,
of O(1) if processing times are drawn from a gamma distribution.
4 A Non-Clairvoyant Online Algorithm
In this section, we present a simple greedy-like algorithm and analyze its competitiveness.
The idea of the algorithm Balance, as presented in Algorithm 1, is to find a tradeoff
between preferring jobs with early release times and jobs that are of the type the machine
is currently configured for. This is achieved by the following idea: Whenever the machine
is about to idle at some time t, Balance checks whether there is a job j available that
is of the same type τj as the machine is currently configured for, denoted by active(t). If
this is the case and if there is no job j′ with a “much smaller” release time than j, job
j is assigned to the machine. The decision whether a release time is “much smaller” is
taken based on a parameter λ, called balance parameter. This balance parameter is grown
over time based on the maximum flow time encountered so far and, at any time, is of the
form αq, for some q ∈ N which is increased over time and some constant α determined
later.1 Note that Balance is a greedy-like algorithm by using the adjusted release times
for determining the ordering of jobs.
4.1 Basic Properties of Balance
The following two properties follow from the definition of Balance and relate the release
times and flow times of consecutive jobs, respectively. For a job j, let λ(j) denote the value
of λ when j was scheduled.
Proposition 4.1. Consider two jobs j1 and j2. If τj1 = τj2, both jobs are processed
according to FIFO. Otherwise, if j2 is processed after j1 in a schedule of Balance, rj2 ≥
rj1 − λ(j1).
Proof. The first statement directly follows from the definition of the algorithm. Consider
the statement for two jobs j1 and j2 with τj1 6= τj2 . Let t be the point in time at which
j1 is assigned to the machine. If active(t) 6= τj1 and active(t) 6= τj2 , it follows rj2 ≥ rj1 .
If active(t) = τj1 , then because j1 is preferred over j2, we have rj1 = r¯j1(t) ≤ r¯j2(t) =
1A variant of this algorithm with a fixed λ and hence without Step (3) has been previously mentioned
in [10] as an algorithm with Ω(n)-competitiveness for the clairvoyant variant of our problem.
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Algorithm 1 Description of Balance
(1) Let λ = α. B for some constant α
(2) If the machine idles at time t,
process available job with smallest adjusted release time r¯j(t)
r¯j(t) :=
{
rj if τj = active(t)
rj + λ else
after doing a setup if necessary.
To break a tie, prefer job j with τj = active(t).
(3) As soon as a job j completes with Fj ≥ αλ, set λ := αλ.
rj2 + λ(j1). Finally, if active(t) = τj2 we know by the fact that j1 is preferred that
rj1 + λ(j1) = r¯j1(t) < r¯j2(t) = rj2 , which proves the proposition.
Proposition 4.2. Consider two jobs j1 and j2. If j1 is processed before j2 and no job is
processed in between, then Fj2 ≤ Fj1 + pj2 + s+ λ(j1).
Proof. First note that Balance does not idle deliberately. Hence, if there is idle time
between the processing of job j1 and j2, then tj2 ≤ rj2 +s holds. Thus, we have Fj2 ≤ s+pj2
proving the claim.
If there is no idle time, by definition j1 is finished by time rj1 +Fj1 . Since j2 is processed
directly afterward, it is finished not later than rj1 + Fj1 + s+ pj2 . By Proposition 4.1 this
is upper bounded by rj2 + λ(j1) + Fj1 + s+ pj2 , which proves the desired bound.
4.2 Competitiveness
We carefully define specific subschedules of a given schedule S of Balance, which we will
heavily use throughout our analysis of the (smoothed) competitiveness. Given αq ≥ F ∗,
q ∈ N0, let Sαq be the subschedule of S that starts with the first job j with λ(j) = αq and
ends with the last job j′ with λ(j′) = αq. For a fixed δ, let Sδαq be the suffix of Sαq such
that the first job in Sδαq is the last one in Sαq with the following properties: (1) It has a
flow time of at most (α− δ)αq, and (2) it starts a batch. (We will prove in Lemma 4.3 that
Sδαq always exists.) Without loss of generality, let j1, . . . , jm be the jobs in S
δ
αq such that
they are sorted by their starting times, t1 < t2 < . . . < tm. Let B1, . . . , B` be the batches
in Sδαq . The main idea of Lemma 4.3 is to show that, in case a flow time of F > α
q+1 is
reached, the interval [rj1 , rjm ] is in a sense dense: Workload plus setup times in S
δ
αq is at
least by δαq larger than the length of this interval. Intuitively, this holds as otherwise the
difference in the flow times Fj1 and Fjm could not be as high as δα
q, which, however, needs
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to hold by the definition of Sδαq . Additionally, the flow time of all jobs is shown to be lower
bounded by 3αq. Roughly speaking, this holds due to the following observation: If a fixed
job has a flow time below 3αq, then the job starting the next batch can, on the one hand,
not have a much smaller release time (by definition of the algorithm). On the other hand,
it will therefore not be started much later, leading to the fact that the flow time cannot be
too much larger than 3αq (and in particular, is below (α− δ)αq for sufficiently small δ).
Lemma 4.3. Let αq ≥ F ∗ and δ ≤ α−10. Then Sδαq always exists and all jobs in Sδαq have a
flow time of at least 3αq. Also, if F > αq+1, it holds
∑`
i=1w(Bi)+rj1−rjm ≥ δαq−(`−1)s.
Proof. We first prove that a job with the two properties starting off Sδαq exists. Let j˜1, . . .
be the jobs in Sαq . Consider the last job j˜0 processed directly before j˜1. By Proposition 4.2
we have Fj˜1 ≤ Fj˜0 + pj˜1 + s+ αq−1 ≤ αq + pj˜0 + s+ αq−1 + pj˜1 + s+ αq−1 < 6αq. Among
jobs in Sαq that have a different type than j˜1, consider the job j˜i with the lowest starting
time. We show that it is a candidate for starting Sδαq , implying that S
δ
αq exists. Property
(2) directly follows by construction. For the flow time of j˜i, we know that only jobs of
the same type as j˜1 are scheduled between j˜1 and j˜i. This implies that jobs j˜2, . . . , j˜i−1
are released in the interval [rj˜1 , rj˜i + α
q]. The interval can contain a workload of at most
rj˜i + α
q − rj˜1 + F ∗ (see also Proposition 4.5), hence the flow time of job j˜i is at most
Fj1 = Fj˜i ≤ (rj˜1+Fj˜1+(rj˜i+αq−rj˜1+F ∗)+s+pji)−rj˜i ≤ 9αq+pj˜i = 9αq+pj1 ≤ (α−δ)αq.
Property (1) and the existence of Sδαq follow. Since tj1 = cj1 − pj1 and Fj1 = cj1 − rj1 , we
also have tj1 ≤ rj1 + 9αq ≤ rj1 + (α− δ)αq (*).
We now show that during Sδαq , the machine does not idle and each job in S
δ
αq has a flow
time of at least 3αq. Assume this is not the case. Denote by t the last time in Sδαq where
either an idle period ends or a job with a flow time of less than 3αq completes. We denote
the jobs scheduled after t by jˆ1, . . . and the first job of the first batch started at or after t
by jˆi. Similar to above, all jobs jˆ1, . . . , jˆi are released in the interval [t−3αq, rjˆi +αq]. The
overall workload of these jobs is at most rjˆi + 4α
q − t+ F ∗ ≤ rjˆi + 5αq − t. Job jˆi is thus
finished by t+ (rjˆi + 5α
q − t) + s ≤ rjˆi + 6αq. This is a contradiction to Fjˆi > (α− δ)αq.
Finally, since there are no idle times and by (*), for the last job jm of S
δ
αq we have
Fjm ≤ rj1 +(α−δ)αq+
∑`
i=1w(Bi)+(`−1)s−rjm . By the assumption that F > αq+1 and
the definition of jm to be the first job with flow time at least α
q+1, we obtain the desired
result.
We will also make use of Corollary 4.4, which follows from the proof of Lemma 4.3.
Corollary 4.4. The statement of Lemma 4.3 also holds if Sδαq is replaced by S
δ
αq(j) for
any job j ∈ Sδαq with Fj ≤ (α− δ)αq, where Sδαq(j) is the suffix of Sδαq starting with job j.
Next we give simple lower bounds for the optimal flow time F ∗. Besides the direct
lower bound F ∗ ≥ max{s, pmax}, where pmax := max1≤j≤n pj , we can also prove a bound
as given in Proposition 4.5. For a given interval I, let overheadOpt(I) be the overhead in
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Opt between the jobs j1 and j2 released in I and being processed first and last in Opt,
respectively. Precisely, j1 := argminj:rj∈Itj and j2 := argmaxj:rj∈Itj .
Proposition 4.5. As lower bounds for F ∗ we have F ∗ ≥ max{s, pmax} as well as F ∗ ≥
maxI{w(I) + overheadOpt(I)− |I|}.
Proof. We have F ∗ ≥ cj2 − rj2 . On the other hand, cj2 ≥ rj1 + overheadOpt(I) + w(I).
Thus, F ∗ ≥ overheadOpt(I) + w(I) + l(I)− r(I) = w(I) + overheadOpt(I)− |I|.
Combining Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 4.5, we easily obtain that the competitiveness
can essentially be bounded by the difference in the number of setups Opt and Balance
perform on those jobs which are part of Sδαq . Let I(S
δ
αq) be the interval in which all jobs
belonging to Sδαq are released, I(S
δ
αq) := [minj{rj : j ∈ Sδαq},maxj{rj : j ∈ Sδαq}]. We have
the following bound.
Lemma 4.6. Let αq+1 ≤ F < αq+2 and 3 ≤ δ ≤ α − 10 and αq ≥ F ∗. It holds F ≤
α2(δ − 2)−1(F ∗ + overheadBalance(Sδαq)− overheadOpt(I(Sδαq))).
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that it holds αq > (δ − 2)−1(F ∗ + overheadBalance(Sδαq)−
overheadOpt(I(S
δ
αq))). By Proposition 4.1 we have I(S
δ
αq) ⊆ [rj1 − αq, rjm + αq] and using
Proposition 4.5 we obtain a contradiction as
F ∗ ≥ w(I(Sδαq)) + overheadOpt(I(Sδαq)) + rj1 − rjm − 2αq
≥
∑`
i=1
w(Bi) + overheadOpt(I(S
δ
αq)) + rj1 − rjm − 2αq
(Lemma 4.3)
≥ δαq − (`− 1)s+ overheadOpt(I(Sδαq))− 2αq > F ∗,
where the last inequality follows from our assumption.
Throughout the rest of the paper, we assume that δ = 3 and α = 13 fulfilling the
properties of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6. Our goal now is to bound the competitiveness by
upper bounding the difference of the overhead of Opt and Balance in Sδαq for some
αq = Ω(
√
n · s · pmax). In Lemma 4.8 we will see that to obtain a difference of i · s, a
workload of Ω(i ·αq) is required. Using this, we can then upper bound the competitiveness
based on the overall workload of O(n · pmax) available in a given instance in Theorem 4.9.
Before we can prove Lemma 4.8 we need the following insight. Given Sδαq for some q ∈ N0
such that αq ≥ F ∗. Let jτ,i be the first job of the i-th batch of some fixed type τ in Sδαq .
We show that the release times of jobs jτ,i and jτ,i+1 differ by at least α
q. Intuitively,
this holds due to the definition of the balance parameter and the fact that in Sδαq all jobs
starting a batch have a flow time of at least 3αq.
Lemma 4.7. Given Sδαq , it holds rjτ,i > rjτ,i−1 + α
q, for all i ≥ 2 and all τ .
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Proof. Consider a fixed job jτ,i and suppose to the contrary that rjτ,i ≤ rjτ,i−1 + αq holds.
As each job in Sδαq that is the first of a batch (except the very first such job) has a flow time
of at least 3αq, job jτ,i−1 is not started before rjτ,i (otherwise it would be finished not later
than rjτ,i−1 +α
q+pjτ,i ≤ rjτ,i−1 +αq+F ∗ ≤ rjτ,i−1 +2αq with flow time smaller 3αq). Also,
because jτ,i−1 is the first job of a batch, all jobs j processed later fulfill rj ≥ rjτ,i−1 . But then
at the time t at which the (i−1)-th batch is finished, r¯jτ,i(t) ≤ rjτ,i−1 +αq ≤ rj+αq = r¯j(t)
and hence, jτ,i would be preferred over all such jobs j and thus would belong to the same
batch as jτ,i−1. This contradicts the definition of jτ,i, proving the lemma.
Lemma 4.8. Let B be a batch in Opt. If all jobs from B are part of Sδαq , an overhead of
at most 2s is associated to them in the schedule of Balance.
Also, if the overhead associated to B in Opt is smaller than 2s and is 2s in the schedule
of Balance, it needs to hold
1. w(B) ≥ αq − F ∗ − s =: w¯ and
2. jobs of B with size at least w¯ need to be released in an interval of length αq.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that Balance processes the jobs of B in three batches with
j1, j2, j3 ∈ B being the jobs starting the first, the second and the third batch, respectively.
Then there need to be two jobs i1 and i2 that are processed between the first and second and
second and third such batch, respectively. Since j2 is preferred over i2 and by Lemma 4.7,
we have ri2 ≥ rj2 ≥ rj1 +αq. Also, since i2 is preferred over j3 and by Lemma 4.3, we have
ri2 + α
q ≤ rj3 . Hence, Opt cannot process i2 before nor after B (since then either j1 or
i2 would have a flow time larger than F
∗), which is a contradiction to the fact that B is a
batch in Opt.
If Balance processes the jobs of B in two batches, let j1, j2 ∈ B be the jobs starting
the first batch and the second batch, respectively. We start with the case that w(B) < w¯
and show a contradiction. We know that rj2 > rj1 + α
q. Consider an optimal schedule.
As j1 cannot be started after rj1 + F
∗ and because Opt processes j1 and j2 in the same
batch B, the processing of B needs to cover the interval [rj1 +F
∗, rj2 ] ⊇ [rj1 +F ∗, rj1 +αq].
As w(B) < αq − F ∗ − s this implies an additional overhead of at least s associated to B,
contradicting our assumption.
Therefore, assume that w(B) ≥ w¯ but there is no interval of length αq with jobs of B
of size at least w¯. We know that j1 needs to be started not later than rj1 + F
∗. Also, the
workload of jobs of B released until rj1 + α
q is below w¯. Hence, there needs to be a job in
B released not before rj1 + α
q. This implies that the processing of B needs to cover the
entire interval [rj1 +F
∗, rj1 +αq]. However, this implies an additional overhead associated
to B of at least s, contradicting our assumption.
We are now ready to bound the competitiveness of Balance.
Theorem 4.9. Balance is O(
√
n)-competitive. Additionally, it holds F = O(F ∗ +√
npmaxs).
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Proof. If F ≤ √n · s · pmax holds, we are done as F ∗ ≥ √s · pmax by Proposition 4.5.
Hence, consider the case where F >
√
n · s · pmax and assume αq+1 ≤ F < αq+2.
Also we can assume F ∗ ≤ F
α3
< αq−1 as otherwise we obtain a constant competitiveness.
Consider Sδαq . We call a batch B of Opt short if w(B) < w¯ and long otherwise. According
to Lemma 4.8, we know that the overhead associated to jobs belonging to short batches is
not larger in a schedule of Balance than in Opt. On the other hand, overhead associated
to jobs belonging to long batches can be at most by s larger in Balance than in Opt.
However, as a long batch requires a workload of w¯ = αq−F ∗−s ≥ αq−2F ∗ ≥ αq−2αq−1 ≥√
n·s·pmax
2α2
, there can be at most O(
√
n ·
√
pmax
s ) many long batches as n jobs can have a
workload of at most n · pmax. Hence, by Lemma 4.6 we obtain the desired result.
For the case k = 2 we can even strengthen the statement of Lemma 4.7. Given Sδαq , let
job ji be the first job of the i-th batch in S
δ
αq and note that τji = τji+2 as the batches form
an alternating sequence of the two types. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.10. Given Sδαq , if k = 2 then it holds rji > rji−1 + α
q, for all i ≥ 3.
Proof. Consider a fixed job ji with i ≥ 3 and suppose to the contrary that rji ≤ rji−1 +αq
holds. By definition of Sδαq , job ji−1 is not started before rji and all jobs processed later
have a release time not smaller than rji−1 . Hence, by the definition of Balance, ji would
belong to the same batch as ji−2, which is a contradiction.
Based on this fact, we can show that Opt can essentially not process any jobs that
belong to different batches in Sδαq in one batch. Hence, Opt performs roughly the same
amount of setups as Balance does and we have the following theorem by Lemma 4.6.
Theorem 4.11. If k = 2, then Balance is O(1)-competitive.
Proof. Assume F > 2F ∗ as otherwise we are done. Consider Sδαq such that αq < F ≤ αq+1.
By Lemma 4.10, we know that rji+1 > rji + 2F
∗ for all i ∈ [2, `]. Now suppose to the
contrary that the optimal solution processes two jobs ji and ji+2 in the same batch. As ji
cannot be completed later than rji +F
∗ and job ji+2 is not released before rji+2 , this batch
needs to cover the interval [rji + F
∗, rji+2 ]. However, job ji+1 needs to be started during
the interval [rji+1 , rji+1 + F
∗] ⊆ [rji + F ∗, rji+2 ], which is a contradiction.
Hence, the optimal solution cannot process any two jobs ji and ji+2, for all i ≥ 2, in
the same batch. By Lemma 4.6 we obtain a competitiveness of O(1).
To conclude this section, we show that the bound of O(
√
n) from Theorem 4.9 for
the competitiveness of Balance is tight and that a lower bound of Ω(
√
n) holds for any
greedy-like algorithm as defined in Section 2. This also implies that the Ω(
√
n) bound holds
for Balance independent of how λ is chosen or increased (and even if done at random).
The construction in the proof of Theorem 4.12 is a generalization of a worst-case instance
given in [10].
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Theorem 4.12. Any greedy-like algorithm is Ω(
√
n)-competitive.
Proof. The adversary will be defined such that the optimum flow time is O(1) while a fixed
greedy-like algorithm A has a flow time of Ω(
√
n). We define the adversary by specifying
the instance in phases. Let the setup time be s = 1.
• During the i-th phase, √n unit size jobs of two types τi1 6= τi2 that did not occur in
any previous phase are released in
√
n consecutive (discrete) time steps.
• The first job of phase i is released at time (i − 1)(√n + 2). (Hence, √n jobs are
released in
√
n time steps, then two time steps no job is released. Afterward this
pattern is repeated.)
• The first job released in phase i is of type τi1 and the second one of type τi2 . If A
prefers the job of type τi1 , let all remaining jobs of phase i be of type τi1 . If A prefers
the job of type τi2 , let all remaining jobs of phase i be of type τi2 .
We analyze the flow time of Opt and algorithm A. For each phase, the optimal solution can
first process the job belonging to the type of which only one job is released and afterward
all remaining jobs released during the phase. Hence, Opt can always start the setup for
phase i before or at time (i− 1)(√n+ 3) and has processed all jobs of phase i− 1 at that
point in time, because it executes
√
n unit size jobs and needs two setups per phase. This
gives a maximum flow time of at most 5 (tight if A prefers the job of type τi1 , hence Opt
prioritizes the job of type τi2 and the first job of type τi1 remains in the system for one
time step until the job of type τi2 is released, for two additional time steps while the job of
type τi2 is executed, and finally for two more time steps where the job itself is executed).
For A we first make two observations. (1) We can assume that for some phase i, A
neither processes the job released first nor the job released second after the job released
last as otherwise A = Ω(
√
n) holds. (2) We can assume that A processes all jobs of phase
i before any job of phase i+ 1 because no two jobs of different phases can be processed in
the same batch and hence, processing a job of phase i later than a job of phase i+1 cannot
be advantageous. By these two observations, the algorithm A has to do three setups for
each phase by the construction of the instance. Thus, it finishes the last job of phase i not
before i(
√
n + 3). As the adversary can construct
√
n phases, the last job is finished at√
n(
√
n+ 3) and it is released not later than (
√
n− 1)(√n+ 2) +√n = √n(√n+ 2)− 2.
Hence, the flow time of A is at least
√
n(
√
n+3)−(√n(√n+2)−2) = √n+2 = Ω(√n).
5 Smoothed Competitive Analysis
In this section, we analyze the smoothed competitiveness of Balance. We consider the
following multiplicative smoothing model from [6]. Let pj be the processing time of a job
j as specified by the adversary in instance I. Then the perturbed instance Iˆ is defined as
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I but with processing times pˆj defined by pˆj = (1 +Xj)pj where Xj is chosen at random
according to the smoothing distribution. For 0 < ε < 1 being a fixed parameter describing
the strength of perturbation, we consider two smoothing distributions. In case of a uniform
smoothing distribution, Xj is chosen uniformly at random from the interval [−ε, ε]. More
formally, Xj ∼ U(−ε, ε) where U(a, b) denotes the continuous uniform distribution with
probability density function f(x) = 1b−a for a ≤ x ≤ b and f(x) = 0 otherwise. Hence, for
pˆj we have pˆj ∈ [(1 − ε)pj , (1 + ε)pj ]. In case of a normal smoothing distribution, Xj is
chosen from a normal distribution with expectation 0, standard deviation σ = ε√
2.64
and
truncated at −1 and 1. More formally, Xj ∼ N(−1,1)(0, σ2) where N(a,b)(µ, σ2) denotes the
truncated normal distribution with probability density function f(x) =
φ(x−µ
σ
)
σ(Φ( b−µ
σ
)−Φ(a−µ
σ
))
for a < x < b and f(x) = 0 otherwise. Here φ(·) denotes the density function of the
standard normal distribution and Φ(·) the respective (cumulative) distribution function.
Our goal is to prove a smoothed competitiveness of O(ε−2s log2 n). We analyze the
competitiveness by conditioning it on the flow time of Opt and its relation to the flow
time of Balance. Let EqOpt be the event that F ∗ ∈ [αq, αq+1) and EqBalance be the event
that F > c1α
q+1ε−2s log2 n (for a constant value of c1 determined by the analysis). Also,
denote by E¯qx the respective complementary events. Then for a fixed instance I we obtain
EIˆ←N(I)
[
F (Iˆ)
F ∗(Iˆ)
]
=
∑
q∈N
E
[
F (Iˆ)
F ∗(Iˆ) | E
q
Opt ∧ E¯qBalance
]
· Pr[EqOpt ∧ E¯qBalance]
+
dlogα ne∑
q=blogα sc
E
[
F (Iˆ)
F ∗(Iˆ) | E
q
Opt ∧ EqBalance
]
· Pr[EqOpt ∧ EqBalance]
+
∑
q>dlogα ne
E
[
F (Iˆ)
F ∗(Iˆ) | E
q
Opt ∧ EqBalance
]
· Pr[EqOpt ∧ EqBalance] .
Note that the first sum is by definition directly bounded by O(ε−2s log2 n) and the third
one by O(
√
s) according to Theorem 4.9. Thus, we only have to analyze the second sum.
We show that we can complement the upper bound on the ratio, which can be as high
as O(
√
n) by Theorem 4.9, by Pr[EqOpt ∧ EqBalance] ≤ 1/n. From now on we consider an
arbitrary but fixed q ≥ blogα sc, and in the following we analyze Pr[EqOpt ∧ EqBalance]. Let
Γ := αi−1 such that i is the largest integer with αi ≤ c1ε−2αq+1s log2 n. Thus we have
Γ ≥ c1αq−1ε−2s log2 n.
On a high level, the idea of our proof is as follows: We first define a careful partitioning
of the time horizon into consecutive intervals (Section 5.1). Depending on the amount of
workload released in each such interval and an estimation of the amount of setups required
for the respective jobs (Section 5.2), we then classify each of them to either be dense or
sparse (Section 5.3). We distinguish two cases depending on the number of dense intervals
in I. If this number is sufficiently large, F ∗ is, with high probability (w.h.p.), not much
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smaller than F (Lemma 5.4). This holds as w.h.p. the perturbation increases the workload
in a dense interval so that even these jobs cannot be scheduled with a low flow time by Opt.
In case the number of dense intervals is small, the analysis is more involved. Intuitively,
we can show that w.h.p. there is only a logarithmic number of intervals between any two
consecutive sparse intervals in which the perturbation decreases the workload to a quite
small amount. Between such sparse intervals the flow time cannot increase too much (even
in the worst-case) and during a sparse interval Balance can catch up with the optimum:
If taking a look at the flow time of the job completing at time t and continuing this
consideration over time, we then obtain a sawtooth pattern always staying below a not too
large bound for the flow time of Balance (Lemma 5.5).
5.1 Partitioning of Instance I
We define a partitioning of the instance I, on which our analysis of the smoothed com-
petitiveness will be based on. We partition the time interval [rmin, rmax], where rmin and
rmax are the smallest and largest release time, as follows: Let a candidate interval C be
an interval such that |C| = Γ and such that for some τ it holds ∑j:rj∈C,τj=τ pj ≥ Γ/4.
Intuitively, a candidate interval C is an interval on which, in Iˆ, Balance possibly has to
perform more setups than Opt does (which, if all jobs released in the interval belong to
SδΓ and under the assumption that EqOpt∧EqBalance holds, according to Lemma 4.8 requires
a workload of at least Γ2 in Iˆ and hence, at least Γ4 in I). Let C1 be the first candidate
interval C. For i > 1 let Ci be the first candidate interval C that does not overlap with
Ci−1.
Now we consider groups of µ :=
⌈
ε2Γ
c2s2 log
2 n
⌉
many consecutive candidate intervals Ci, for
some constant c2 determined by the further analysis. Precisely, these groups are defined as
I1 = [rmin, r(Cµ)], I2 = (r(Cµ), r(C2µ)] and so on. In the rest of the paper we consistently
use Ii to denote these intervals. Let
⋃
i Ii = [rmin, rmax] by (possibly) extending the
last Ii so that its right endpoint is rmax. Although it worsens constants involved in the
competitiveness, we use µ ≤ 2ε2Γ
c2s2 log
2 n
for c1 ≥ αc2 for the sake of simplicity.
5.2 Estimation of Setups in Ii
Before we can now classify intervals Ii to be dense or sparse, we need an estimate Ns(I) on
the number of setups Opt and Balance perform on jobs released in a given interval I. We
require Ns(I) to be a value uniquely determined by the instance I and hence, in particular
not to be a random variable. This is essential for our analysis and avoids any computa-
tion of conditional probabilities. For the definition of Ns(I) consider the construction by
SetupEstimate(I) in Algorithm 2. For a fixed interval I, it essentially mimics Balance
in SδΓ in the sense that Lemma 5.1 holds completely analogous to Lemma 4.8. Also, note
that the construction is indeed invariant to job sizes and hence to perturbations. It should
not be understood as an actual algorithm for computing a schedule, however, for ease of
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Algorithm 2 Description of SetupEstimate(I)
Construct a sequence (j1, j2, . . . , jm) of all jobs released in I as follows:
(1) For i = 1, 2, . . . ,m set ji to be job j /∈ (j1, . . . ji−1) with smallest r¯j , where
r¯j :=
{
rj if τj = τji−1
rj + Γ else.
To break a tie, prefer job j with τj = τji−1 .
(2) Let Ns(I) be the number of values i such that τji 6= τji−1 .
presentation we refer to the sequence constructed as if it was a schedule. Particularly, we
say that it processes two jobs ji and ji′ with τji = τji′ in different batches if there is an i
′′
such that i < i′′ < i′ with τji′′ 6= τji .
For two jobs j1 and j2 of a common type τ which start two batches in SetupEsti-
mate(I), rj2 ≥ rj1 + Γ holds. Hence, by the exact same line of arguments as in the proof
of Lemma 4.8 we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Assume EqOpt ∧ EqBalance holds. Let B be a batch in Opt. Let I be such that
rj ∈ I for all j ∈ B. An overhead of at most 2s is associated to B in SetupEstimate(I).
Also, if the overhead associated to B in Opt is smaller than 2s and is 2s in the schedule
of SetupEstimate(I), w(B) ≥ Γ− F ∗ − s =: w¯ needs to hold and jobs of B with size at
least w¯ need to be released in an interval of length Γ.
In the next two lemmas we show that Ns(Ii) is indeed a good estimation of the number
of setups Opt and Balance have to perform, respectively. Lemma 5.2 essentially follows
by Lemma 5.1 together with the definition of Ii to consist of µ many candidate intervals.
To prove Lemma 5.3 we exploit the fact that all jobs in SδΓ have a flow time of at least 3Γ
by Lemma 4.3 so that Balance and SetupEstimate essentially behave in the same way.
Lemma 5.2. Assume EqOpt∧EqBalance holds and consider Ii for a fixed i. For the overhead
of Opt it holds overheadOpt(Ii) ≥ (Ns(Ii)− 6µ)s.
Proof. Recall that by Lemma 5.1 Opt may have less overhead if it processes some jobs in
one batch that are processed in two batches by SetupEstimate(I). However, a necessary
condition for this is a workload of jobs of one type with size at least Γ/4 (in the unperturbed
instance I) and released in an interval of length Γ. Let C˜1, . . . , C˜µ be the candidates in Ii.
Associate all jobs released in [l(C˜1), l(C˜1) + 2Γ] to candidate C˜1 and inductively associate
all jobs released in [l(C˜j), l(C˜j) + 2Γ] not associated to a candidate C˜j′ for j
′ < j to C˜j .
Note that by this construction, a workload of at most 3Γ (in the perturbed instance Iˆ)
can be associated to each candidate C˜j as otherwise F
∗ > Γ contradicting EqOpt. Hence,
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taking the workload associated to C˜1, . . . , C˜µ, the necessary conditions of Lemma 5.1 can
be fulfilled at most 6µ times and they cannot be fulfilled for any workload not associated
to a candidate interval C˜j . Hence, we have overheadOpt(Ii) ≥ (Ns(Ii)− 6µ)s, proving the
lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Consider an interval Ii and suppose that all jobs from Ii belong to S
δ
Γ. Then
it holds overheadBalance(Ii) ≤ Ns(Ii)s, where overheadBalance(Ii) denotes the overhead of
Balance associated to jobs j with rj ∈ Ii.
Proof. Consider the subschedule S′ of Balance starting with the first job from Ii to which
overhead is associated and ending with the last one to which overhead is associated. Let
Z and Z ′ be the sequences of jobs as induced by SetupEstimate(Ii) and S′, respectively.
We remove all jobs not released during Ii from Z
′ and all jobs which are not part of S′
from Z. Compare both resulting sequences Z and Z ′ and note that they consist of the
exact same sets of jobs. If both are identical, the lemma holds because no overhead can be
associated to a job removed from Z ′.
Hence, consider the case that Z and Z ′ differ and let j and j′ be the jobs in Z and Z ′,
respectively, at which both sequences differ the first time. Then, in Z job j is preferred
over job j′ and in Z ′ job j′ is preferred over job j. This can only be the case when j′ is
scheduled by Balance at a time t such that rj > t. Because in Z job j is preferred over
j′, it needs to hold rj ≤ rj′ + Γ. But at the time t at which j′ is scheduled it needs to hold
t ≥ rj′ + 3Γ − s − pj′ as otherwise its flow time is smaller than 3Γ which contradicts the
assumption that it belongs to SδΓ by Lemma 4.3. Hence, we obtain a contradiction as we
have rj > t and rj ≤ t and thus, Z and Z ′ are identical.
5.3 Good and Bad Events
We are now ready to define good and bad events, which are outcomes of the perturbation
of the job sizes that help the algorithm to achieve a small and help the adversary to achieve
a high competitiveness, respectively. Let wI(Ii) :=
∑
j:rj∈Ii pj and wIˆ(Ii) :=
∑
j:rj∈Ii pˆj
denote the workload released in the interval Ii in instance I and Iˆ, respectively. We
distinguish two kinds of intervals Ii and associate a good and a bad event to each of them.
We call an interval Ii to be dense if wI(Ii) + Ns(Ii)s ≥ |Ii| and associate an event Dgoodi
or Dbadi to Ii depending on whether wIˆ(Ii) ≥ wI(Ii) + ε2Γ/(18
√
c2s log n) holds or not.
Symmetrically, we call an interval Ii to be sparse if wI(Ii) + Ns(Ii)s < |Ii| and associate
an event Sgoodi or Sbadi to Ii depending on whether wIˆ(Ii) ≤ wI(Ii) − ε2Γ/(18
√
c2s log n)
holds or not.
We next show two lemmas which upper bound Pr[EqOpt ∧ EqBalance] by the probability
of occurrences of good events. As we will see in Theorem 5.7 this is sufficient as we can
prove the respective good events to happen with sufficiently large probability.
Lemma 5.4. Pr[EqOpt ∧ EqBalance] ≤ Pr[no event Dgoodi happens].
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Proof. We show that if an event Dgoodi happens, then EqOpt does not hold. Consider a
dense interval Ii and assume an event Dgoodi occurs. Then we have by definition of dense
intervals and the definition of event Dgoodi that wI(Ii) + Ns(Ii)s ≥ |Ii| and wIˆ(Ii) ≥
wI(Ii) + ε2Γ/(18
√
c2s log n). Taken together, wIˆ(Ii) +Ns(Ii)s ≥ |Ii|+ ε2Γ/(18
√
c2s log n).
On the other hand, together with Lemma 5.2 we then have wIˆ(Ii) + overheadOpt(Ii) ≥
|Ii|+ ε2Γ/(18√c2s log n)− 6s · µ. By Proposition 4.5 we have
F ∗ ≥ wIˆ(Ii) + overheadOpt(Ii)− |Ii| ≥
ε2Γ
18
√
c2s log n
− 6s
(
2ε2Γ
c2s2 log
2 n
)
≥ ε
2Γ
18
√
c2s log n
(
1− 12 · 18√
c2 log n
)
≥ c1α
q−1 log n
18
√
c2
(
1− 12 · 18√
c2 log n
)
> αq+1
for sufficiently large c1 > c2 and n. Then EqOpt does not hold.
In Theorem 5.7 we will see that the number ND of dense intervals in I can be bounded
by ND = 7 log n as otherwise the probability for event EqOpt to hold is only 1/n.
Thus, next we consider the case ND < 7 log n. Consider the sequence of events asso-
ciated to sparse intervals. A run of events Sbadi is a maximal subsequence such that no
event Sgoodi happens within this subsequence.
Lemma 5.5. If ND < 7 log n, Pr[EqOpt∧EqBalance] ≤ Pr[∃ run of Sbadi of length ≥ 14 log n].
Proof. We assume that all runs of events Sbadi are shorter than 14 log n and EqOpt∧EqBalance
holds and show a contradiction. From EqBalance we can deduce by Lemma 4.3 that SδΓ exists.
Since we will use the following reasoning iteratively, let S = SδΓ. Using the terminology
from Lemma 4.3, let j1, j2, . . . , jm be the jobs in S and, as before, ` be the number of
batches in S. By Lemma 4.3 it needs to hold
∑`
i=1wIˆ(Bi) + rj1 − rjm ≥ 3Γ − (` − 1)s.
Let Iι+1 be the first interval Ii such that l(Iι+1) ≥ rj1 . Let κ be chosen such that κ is
the smallest integer where in Iι+κ an event Sgoodι+κ occurs if κ exists and otherwise set κ
such that Iι+κ ends with rmax. Note that it holds κ < 21 log n because of the assumption
ND < 7 log n and the length of the longest run. Let Iι = [min1≤i≤m rji , l(Iι+1)). We claim
that all jobs belonging to
⋃κ
i=0 Iι+i need to have a flow time below αΓ. Assume this is not
the case. We have a contradiction as
F ∗ ≥ wIˆ(I(S)) + overheadOpt(I(S))− |I(S)|
≥
∑`
i=1
wIˆ(Bi) + overheadOpt(I(S)) + rj1 − rjm − 2Γ
≥
∑`
i=1
wIˆ(Bi) + rj1 − rjm − 2Γ + overheadBalance(I(S))−
21 log n · 12sε2Γ
c2s2 log
2 n
≥ Γ− 252 log nsε
2Γ
c2s2 log
2 n
≥ ε2Γ
(
1
ε2
− 252
c2s log n
)
≥ 1
2
ε2c1ε
−2αq−1s log2 n > αq+1
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where we used Proposition 4.5 in the first inequality, the fact that |I(S)| ≤ (rjm−rj1)+2Γ
in the second, Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 in the third, Lemma 4.3 in the fourth and in the
remaining inequalities suitable values for c1 > c2 and the fact that Γ ≥ c1ε−2αq−1s log2 n.
Observe that in case r(Iι+κ) = rmax, we are done as EqBalance cannot hold.
Otherwise, consider the situation directly before the first job j˜ with rj˜ > r(Iι+κ) is
started. Denote the subschedule of S up to (not including) job j˜ by S˜. Let overheadBalance(I)
be the overhead in S associated to jobs released in the interval I. Let overheadBalance(I, S˜)
and overheadBalance(I,¬S˜) be the overhead of jobs released in interval I and which are
part and not part of S˜, respectively. Let wIˆ(I, S˜) and wIˆ(I,¬S˜) be the workload of jobs
released in interval I and which are part and not part of S˜, respectively. For brevity let L =
wIˆ([0, rj1), S˜)−wIˆ([rj1 , rj˜),¬S˜)+overheadBalance([0, rj1), S˜)−overheadBalance([rj1 , rj˜),¬S˜).
We can then bound the workload and setups in S˜ by
wIˆ(S˜) + overheadBalance(S˜)
≤wIˆ([rj1 , l(Iι+κ))) + wIˆ(Iι+κ) + wIˆ([0, rj1), S˜)− wIˆ([rj1 , rj˜),¬S˜)
+ overheadBalance([rj1 , l(Iι+κ))) + overheadBalance(Iι+κ)
+ overheadBalance([0, rj1), S˜)− overheadBalance([rj1 , rj˜),¬S˜)
≤l(Iι+κ)− rj1 + F ∗ + 21 log n12s ·
ε2Γ
c2s2 log
2 n
+ |Iι+κ| − ε
2Γ
18
√
c2s log n
+ L
=r(Iι+κ)− rj1 + F ∗ +
ε2Γ
s log n18
√
c2
(
252 · 18√
c2
− 1
)
+ L
≤r(Iι+κ)− rj1 + F ∗ +
c1α
q−1 log n
18
√
c2
(
252 · 18√
c2
− 1
)
+ L < r(Iι+κ)− rj1 − 2F ∗ + L,
where we used Proposition 4.5 together with Lemma 5.2 and the fact that to Iι+κ an event
Sgoodι+κ is associated in the second inequality, the lower bound on Γ in the third inequality
and suitable values for c1 and c2 in the last inequality. Then, job j˜ is started before
rj1 + Fj1 + r(Iι+κ) − rj1 − 2F ∗ + L + s and finished by r(Iι+κ) + Fj1 + L with flow time
Fj˜ ≤ Fj1 + L. For S = SδΓ we have L ≤ −wIˆ([rj1 , rj˜),¬S˜)− overheadBalance([rj1 , rj˜),¬S˜)
as no jobs with smaller release time than rj1 can be part of S. Thus, Fj˜ < (α − δ)Γ −
wIˆ([rj1 , rj˜),¬S˜)− overheadBalance([rj1 , rj˜),¬S˜). Now, applying the same arguments with
S = SδΓ(j˜) and using Corollary 4.4 instead of Lemma 4.3, we find a further job with flow
time at most (α − δ)Γ (and all jobs processed before have flow time below αΓ). Iterating
this process we will eventually reach the end of the instance without finding a job with
flow time at least αΓ, contradicting that EqBalance holds. Formally, it remains to prove
that the claim Fj˜ ≤ (α − δ)αq also holds for later iterations. We introduce the following
notations. Denote by j01 and j˜
0 the jobs j1 and j˜ from the first iteration as in the main
body of the paper, respectively. For the following iterations, we use the notation ji1 and
j˜i for the respective jobs of the i-th iteration. Note that ji1 = j˜
i−1 and we will thus only
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use j01 , but j˜
i at all other places. Similarly, we denote S˜i as the symbol S˜ from the i-th
iteration. We define wIˆ(I,
∧ν
i=0 ¬S˜) as the natural extension of the prior definition to be
the workload of jobs released in interval I and which are not part of any of the subschedules
S˜0, . . . , S˜ν . For overheadBalance(I,
∧ν
i=0 ¬S˜), the extension is defined similarly. We now
prove the following claim inductively:
Fj˜ν ≤ (α− δ)Γ− wIˆ
(
[rj01 , rj˜ν ),
ν∧
i=0
¬S˜i
)
− overheadBalance
(
[rj01 , rj˜ν ),
ν∧
i=0
¬S˜i
)
.
For ease of notation, we introduce the combined expression of com(I,X) := wIˆ(I,X) +
overheadBalance(I,X).
As we have already seen the induction base, assume the claim is true for ν − 1. By
using
com
(
[rj01 , rj˜ν−1),
ν−1∧
i=0
¬S˜i
)
= com
(
[rj01 , rj˜ν−1),
ν∧
i=0
¬S˜i
)
+com
(
[rj01 , rj˜ν−1),
ν−1∧
i=0
¬S˜i ∧ S˜i
)
and com
(
[rj01 , rj˜ν−1),
∧ν
i=0 ¬S˜i ∧ S˜i
)
= com
(
[rj01 , rj˜ν−1), S˜
i
)
, we estimate
Fj˜ν ≤ Fj˜ν−1 + L
≤ (α− δ)Γ− com
(
[rj01 , rj˜ν−1),
ν−1∧
i=0
¬S˜i
)
+ com([0, rj˜ν−1), S˜
ν)− com([rj˜ν−1 , rj˜ν ),¬S˜ν)
= (α− δ)Γ− com
(
[rj01 , rj˜ν−1),
ν∧
i=0
¬S˜i
)
− com
(
[rj01 , rj˜ν−1), S˜
ν
)
+ com([0, rj01 ), S˜
ν)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+com([rj01 , rj˜ν−1), S˜
ν)− com([rj˜ν−1 , rj˜ν ),¬S˜ν)
≤ (α− δ)Γ− com
(
[rj01 , rj˜ν−1),
ν∧
i=0
¬S˜i
)
− com([rj˜ν−1 , rj˜ν ),
ν∧
i=0
¬S˜i)
= (α− δ)Γ− com
(
[rj01 , rj˜ν ),
ν∧
i=0
¬S˜i
)
.
The claim follows. Also, as com
(
[rj01 , rj˜ν ),
∧ν
i=0 ¬S˜i
)
is always non-negative, the claim
implies Fj˜ν ≤ (α− δ)Γ.
To finally bound the probability of good events to happen, we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.6. Let J be a set of jobs and assume that processing times are perturbed ac-
cording to a uniform or normal smoothing distribution. With probability at least 1/10,
wIˆ(J) ≥ wI(J) + ε5(bwI(J)c/3)0.5. Also, with probability at least 1/10, wIˆ(J) ≤ wI(J)−
ε
5(bwI(J)c/3)0.5.
Proof. We first show the lemma for the case of a uniform smoothing distribution and then
continue with the case of a normal distribution.
Uniform Smoothing Distribution. We can describe the perturbed workload as wIˆ(J) =
wI(J)+X whereX is the random variable given byX =
∑
j∈J Xj whereXj ∼ U(−εpj , εpj).
Let w = bwI(J)c. We distinguish two cases depending on whether there exists a job
j′ ∈ J with pj′ ≥ 25ε
√
w√
3
. In the positive case, we have Pr[Xj′ ≥ 15ε(w/3)0.5] ≥ 1/4 and
Pr[
∑
j∈J\{j′}Xj ≥ 0] ≥ 1/2. Hence, in this case the lemma holds. Consider the case in
which for all j ∈ J it holds pj < 25ε
√
w√
3
. We then have E(Xj) = 0 and V(Xj) = σ2j =
1
3(εpj)
2 ≥ 13ε2, for all j. Also E[|Xj |3] = 14(εpj)3. We now bound the probability we are
interested in by a normal approximation. Let S =
X1+...+X|J|√
σ21+...+σ
2
|J|
, F be the distribution of S
and δ = supx |F (x) − Φ0,1(x)|, where Φ0,1(x) is the distribution function of the standard
normal distribution. By the central limit theorem we have
Pr
[
X1 + . . .+X|J | ≤
ε
5
(bwI(J)c/3)0.5
]
≤ Pr
[
X1 + . . .+X|J | ≤
1
5
(∑
σ2i
)0.5]
≤Φ0,1
(
1
5
)
+ δ ≤ 0.57926 + δ .
Also, we can bound δ using standard Berry-Esseen bounds by
δ ≤ 0.56
(∑
σ2i
)− 1
2 ·max E[|Xi|
3]
σ2i
≤ 1/(ε
√
w/3) · 3
4
ε
2
5
√
w/3 < 3/10 .
Together with the symmetry of the uniform distribution, we obtain the lemma for uniform
perturbations.
Normal Smoothing Distribution. Recall that ε2 = 2.64σ2. We can describe the
perturbed workload as wIˆ(J) = wI(J) + X where X is a random variable given by X =∑
j∈J Xj and Xj ∼ N(−pj ,pj)(0, (σpj)2). We have E[Xj ] = 0 and V[Xj ] = (σpj)2(1 −
2/σφ(2/σ)
2Φ(2/σ)−1) ≥ (σpj)2(1− 0.110.95) ≥ 0.88(σpj)2. Also we have
E[|Xj |3] = 1√
2piσ(Φ(
pj
σ )− Φ(
−pj
σ ))
∫ pj
−pj
|x|3 exp(−0.5(x
σ
)2) dx ≤ 1√
2piσ0.68
4σ4 ≤ 2.35σ3 .
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By the central limit theorem we have
Pr
[
X1 + . . .+X|J | ≤
ε
5
(bwI(J)c/3)0.5
]
= Pr
[
X1 + . . .+X|J | ≤
1
5
(
0.88σ2bwI(J)c
)0.5]
≤Pr
[
X1 + . . .+X|J | ≤
1
5
(∑
V[Xi]
)0.5] ≤ Φ0,1(1
5
)
+ δ ≤ 0.57926 + δ .
Also, we can bound δ using standard Berry-Esseen bounds by
δ ≤ 0.56
(∑
V[Xi]
)− 1
2 ·max E[|Xi|
3]
σ2i
≤ 0.597 1√|J |σ · 2.6705σ ≤ 1.5942885/√|J | < 3/10 ,
if |J | ≥ 29. Note that we can assume |J | ≥ 29 as we only apply the bound in Theorem 5.7
and thus under the assumption that wI(J) ≥ µΓ4 ≥ µ c1ε
−2 log2 ns
4α2
F ∗ = Ω(log2 n)F ∗, which
requires at least Ω(log2 n) many jobs. Together with the symmetry of the normal distri-
bution, we obtain the lemma.
Theorem 5.7. The smoothed competitiveness of Balance is O(σ−2 log2 n) when process-
ing times pj are perturbed independently at random to pˆj = (1+Xj)pj where Xj ∼ U(−ε, ε)
or Xj ∼ N(−1,1)(0, σ2).
Proof. Recall that it only remains to prove Pr[EqOpt ∧ EqBalance] ≤ 1/n. First consider
the case ND ≥ 7 log n. For a fixed i we have Pr[Dgoodi ] ≥ 110 because of the following
reasoning. According to Lemma 5.6, it holds Pr[wIˆ(Ii) ≥ wI(Ii) + ε5(bwI(Ii)c/3)0.5] ≥ 110 .
By definition of Ii we can bound
ε
5(bwI(Ii)c/3)0.5 ≥ ε5(µΓ12 )0.5 ≥ ε2 Γ18√c2s logn which implies
Pr[Dgoodi ] ≥ 110 . Because ND ≥ 7 log n, the probability that no event Dgoodi occurs is
then upper bounded by (1 − 110)7 logn ≤ 1/n and so is Pr[EqOpt ∧ EqBalance] according to
Lemma 5.4.
For the case ND < 7 log n the same line of arguments gives Pr[Sgoodi ] ≥ 1/10 for each
sparse interval Ii. Hence, the probability for a run of events Sbadi of length at least 14 log n
is at most 1/n and so is Pr[EqOpt ∧ EqBalance] by Lemma 5.5.
To conclude, Theorem 5.7 shows a polylogarithmic smoothed competitiveness, which
significantly improves upon the worst-case bound of Θ(
√
n). It would be very interesting
for future work to further investigate if it is possible to improve the smoothed analysis of
Balance. Although we were not able to show such a result, it is quite possible that the
actual smoothed competitiveness is independent of n. Though, proving such a result would
probably require a different approach; the log n term in our result seems to be inherent to
our analysis as it relies on the length of the longest run of bad events, each occurring with
constant probability.
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